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solutions are presented for two problems of the linear theory of elasti- 
city, concerning the states of stress and deformation in circular elastic 
plates under symmetrical loading. 

1. The equations of equilibrium of a thick isotropic elastic circular 
plate for symmetrical deformations under the action of transverse loads 
may be put in the form 1 1,2 1 

(1.1) 
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Here 2h is the thickness, E the modulus of elasticity, p the coeffi- 
cient of transverse contraction (Poisson’s ratio), a the radius of the 
plate, 0 < rl ,( 1 
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P.+’ *- are the normal external loads on z = f h 
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IV is the displacement normal to the middle plane, and u is the radial 
displacement. 

Because of the relations 12 1 
(1.4) 
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the state of stress and deformation is determined by the four functions 

;;o;Pe”;~;;e;w’ u(1)’ 
Let us assume that the loads may be represented 

6 y = qo + ; q&$0 t&w. p (1 + P) (I- 2PL) = 
2Eh 

PO + ; P,ZO &Jl) (1.5) 

m=1 WI==1 

where Z,(pd) are functions satisfying the equation 

(1.6) 

and the numbers pa, which are arranged in increasing order, are the non- 
zero roots of the equation 

We will select the specific functions 2, in accordance with the 
character of the particular problem. Clearly 

(1.8) 

2 (1 - P2) ? 
\ 

(1 + P) (1 - 2P) ? 
40= B mrlrl 7 po = Eh \ mdrl 

i, i 

( N, = trlZoa b,rl) drl ) 
f 

since the system of functions Z,(pp) is orthogonal on the interval 
h < ~7 ,( 1. Here x = 0 corresponds to a plate without a center hole, 
while X > 0 corresponds to the case of a thick ring. the inner central 
cylindrical hole having radius x a. 
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We consider the case in which the plate is supported in such a manner 
that the vertical deflection on the circle ‘7 = qO(X < qO ,( 1) is pre- 
vented by reactions on z = - h, distributed around the circumference of 
this circle. The total reaction equals 

1 

Assuming that this reaction is uniformly distributed on an area of 
the plane z = - h bounded by the circles q,, + s/2 and q. - 6/Z, we obtain 

(1.9) 

where 

In accordance with these expressions, we obtain for pm and 9. 

where the limiting process 6 + 0 has been carried out. 

We seek a solution of the system (1.1) in the form 
CO 

W(O) = al + aa In 7j + cz39-1~ + a4q2 In rl + azq4 + a 2] &zo (P,r) 
m-1 
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After substituting these expressions for s(g), .+*, u(o) into Equa- 
tions (1.1) and making use of (1.5) and (1.10). we find that in order to 
satisfy these equations the following conditions must be fulfilled: 

We obtain from Equations (1.1) a system of linear equations for the 
determination of A,, B,, C, and D,, which yield 

(1.13) 

Making use of (1.3). (1.41, (l.ll), (1.12) and (1.13), we obtain 

(1.14) 

where 
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3. We now consider the problem oP the state of stress and deformation 
in a thick circuiar plate without a center hole, when the points on the 
bounding cross-section are restrained from moving in the radial direction 
and the shearing stress r is equal to zero at each point of this bound- 
ary (for 7j = 11, These co%tions will be satisfied if 

Since the plate has no hole 

(2.2) 

in view of the fact that the displacements must be bounded at the point 
‘f = 0, z = 0. 

If we take 

where Y,, are Bessel functions of the first kind of order n, which are 
orthogonal on the interval 0 ,( 77 \( 1, then in view of (1.7) we conclude 
that the terms containing A,, B,, C, and D,_ in the expressions for the 
displacements automatically satisfy the conditions (2.1). For the re- 
maining constants we obtain from conditions (2.1) and (1.12) 

The constant al is determined from condition (2. If, but it has no 
effect on the states of stress and deformation, hence its determination 
is omitted. 

3. We consider the problem of the states of stress and deformation in 
a thick annular plate. the boundaries of which are cylinders of radii 0 
and h a (0 < x < 1). On these cross-sections the radial displacement and 
shearing stress r rP are zero. These boundary conditions will be satis- 

fied if 

(3.1) 

For this case we obtain 
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z,, (I-&% v = s, (P,rlT v = J, cJ-$,rl) Yl Q-$& - Jl && y, (PJl) (3.2) 

where Y,(x) is the Bessel function of the second kind of order n. If the 

numbers ps are the roots of Equation (1.71, or Sl(r, h) = 0, then we 
have the equalities 

81 (pm, a) = 0, Sl Q.&h, h) = 0 (3.3) 

The system of functions S,-,(~J, A) is orthogonal on the interval 
A ,( rj < 1. For such a choice of the functions 2, the terms containing 

A B,, a* C, and D, in the expressions for the displacements automatically 
satisfy (3.1). We obtain for the remaining constants 

61 =I32 = a2 = a3 = a4 = 0, PO 
V=-G (3.5) 

4. In order to obtain numerical results one must know the roots of 

Equation (1.7) for the function (2.3) and the roots of Equations (3.31. 

The roots of the first of these equations may be found, for example, in 

[ 3 1 o The asymptotic exdansions of the functions J, (x) and Y, (4 may be 

used to advantage 
one finds 

in determining the roots of the second equation. and 

Here y= x(1- h), y1 = vn, and x is a root of Equations (3.3); in 
order to obtain the necessary accuracy one should use successive approxi- 

mations, which converge rapidly. The functions Q1(x) and P,(X) have the 
form 

; (-i)k’($k-1)!!(4kf3)!!_0.375 
Ql (T) = A 

0.1025 ___-- 
I;=0 (2/c + I)! (8,)*‘+l X ,$ 

M ( l)k+l P1 (.rj = 2 - (4k-3)!!(4k + I)!! 0.1171 

(2k) ! (8~)~” 
I 11 

li-__1 
"Ifz" 

(4.2) 
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